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###

GLOBAL WINNERS
Best Bank For Equity Derivatives Societe Generale

Best Bank For Credit Derivatives Credit Suisse

Best Bank For Interest-Rate Derivatives Societe Generale

NEW YORK, February 16, 2017 – Global Finance magazine has named 
its World’s Best Derivatives Providers for 2017 as part of our 18th annual 
Best Investment Banks Awards to be published in the April 2017 issue.

“Regulatory reforms have reshaped the derivatives market in recent years,” 
said Joseph D. Giarraputo, publisher and editorial director of Global 
Finance. “Our awards recognize investment banks that are successfully 
adapating in the still-evolving regulatory landscape while devising fresh 
solutions to support their clients.” 

Global Finance editors, with input from industry experts, used a series 
of criteria—including market share, service and advice, structuring 
capabilities, distribution network, efforts to address market conditions, 
innovation, pricing and market reputation—to score and select winners, 
based on a proprietary algorithm. Contracts enacted in 2016 were 
considered.
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